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It was a beautiful morning when 
I pulled into the parking lot of 
Wilde Arrow Archery located in 

Centerville, Utah about 20 minutes 
from Salt Lake City. I stepped from the 
car, smelled the clean morning air and 
glanced up at the Wasatch mountain 
range bathed in the bright western sun. 
I could not imagine a better setting 
for a pro archery shop. However I was 

soon to learn that Wilde Arrow Archery 
was anything but an ordinary pro shop. 

Stepping inside I was greeted by 
the owner Je�  Duke. I had arrived about 
an hour before the store opened and it 
gave Je�  and me an opportunity to chat 
while his manager Jeremiah Plyer and 
his sta�  got the shop ready for their � rst 
customer. Je�  is not a hands-on owner 
who deals directly with the customers, 

pours over the inventory of sights and 
broadheads or spends time in the back 
room tuning bows or � etching arrows. 
Je� ’s skills are not archery related but 
rather business related. He is an owner, 
investor and mentor to his sta� . As we 
talked, I quickly learned that his skills 
are in selecting the right people to 
do the job, providing them guidance 
and parameters and most importantly 
empowering them to do the job.  But I 
am getting ahead of myself so let’s step 
back to learn how Wilde Arrow Archery 
came into being.

“I am a regional manager for Shaw 
Industries, a manufacturer of � oor-
ing materials and coverings,” said Je� . 
“Because I live in the heart of some 
excellent hunting country I have been a 
lifelong hunter. In 2001 I got interested 
in bowhunting to avoid the crowds 
that often occur in ri� e season and 
to increase the challenge of the hunt. 
To learn more about the equipment I 
needed I went to see Dee Wilde who 
was a well known tournament archer 
and who owned archery shops in both 

This is the Wilde Arrow Archery “A” team on the day of ArrowTrade’s visit. From the left 
are Cody Jones, full time employee, Je�  Duke, owner, Jeremiah Plyer, manager, Dillon 
Durtschi, part-time employee and Josh Ferrin, part time bow mechanic and salesman.

This large Wilde Arrow sign juts skyward at the edge of the property. It can easily be seen 
from the nearby thruway alerting passerbys as well as guiding customers to this 50 by 100 
foot building in Centerville, Utah.
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Sound Business Approach, Key Hiring Decisions
are Foundation for a Premium Pro Shop in Utah
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Pocatello and Idaho Falls, Idaho. As 
our relationship developed Dee men-
tioned he wanted to open up a third 
shop in the Salt Lake City area and that 
immediately caught my attention as a 
potential business opportunity.”

“In 2003 I partnered up with Dee 
to open a shop in Layton, Utah a short 
distance from Centerville,” explained 
Je� . “In 2004 Dee wanted to personally 
downsize his involvement in the shop 
and I bought out his share. Because my 
full time job as regional manager occu-
pied the majority of my time I hired 
a full time manager to run the shop. 
� e business struggled along and for 
the most part was � at. In 2006 I knew 
I would have to make some changes 
or walk away. I needed a new man-
ager and thought of Jeremiah who had 
approached me for a job earlier. He was 
now working for the local Sportsman’s 
Warehouse but also frequented my 
shop as well. I was impressed with 
Jeremiah and knew that many of the 
customers who came to my shop also 
shopped at Sportsman’s   Warehouse 
because they were comfortable with 
Jeremiah. I felt Jeremiah would make 
the best candidate for manager but 
when I approached him with an o� er 
he decided to remain at Sportsman’s. I 
told him I understood but left the o� er 

open. Later that year we met for lunch 
and had an in-depth talk about what I 
was trying to do with the business and 
after a lot of thought he decided to give 
it a try.”

“I felt Jeremiah had excellent peo-
ple handling skills plus a lot of techni-
cal archery knowledge,” Je�  continued. 
“He had strong ability and potential 
that just needed to be developed so I 
was anxious to give him an opportu-
nity. I exposed him to the marketing 
and management side of business and 
insisted we stress customer satisfac-
tion. Jeremiah’s � rst hire as manager 
was Cody Jones who was not only very 
knowledgeable but proved a great � t 
with our personalities plus he under-
stood and supported our desire for 
excellent customer satisfaction and 
service.”

“I feel the key to any successful 
business is your people,” stressed Je� . 
“You can’t be afraid to put better peo-
ple than you in your organization. If 
your mentality is to control people I 
think you are working against your-
self. My logic is to empower people 
but I think it is important to empower 
the right people. For example Jeremiah 
and Cody easily interfaced with the 
customers and handled the technical 
side of the business. I set the budgets 

and did the buying for the � rst year or 
two as that was my strength. I slowly 
brought Jeremiah and Cody into the 
process, giving them more input and 
authority. Although I still monitor the 
overall budget I have turned purchas-
ing entirely over to them. Slowly the 
business began to turn around and 
I could clearly see the potential for 
growth. In April of 2009 we leased a 
music store in Centerville. � e build-
ing was 50 by 100 foot with adequate 
parking and it was right o�  of Legacy 
Highway and Route 15 giving us easy 
access from a major thruway. We gut-
ted the building and completely rebuilt 
the inside. I knew my guys were per-
fectionist when it came to equipment 
and customer service. I needed to back 
them up with the best equipment so 
we settled on Mathews, Hoyt, Bear and 
Mission as our bow lines and then 
selected high quality accessories to 
complement our bows.”

“Personally I did not draw any 
income from the store and treated it 
strictly as an investment,” Je�  said. 
“� at investment has now grown and 
is providing an attractive return due 
to our e� orts as a team. It is important 

It seems like every inch of available space 
is used for both tidy storage and display 
such as the hallway shown here leading to 
the indoor range.

The pro shop was completely remodeled in a white pine interior that is beautiful as well 
as natural to the area.  

The 30 yard indoor range is well lit and neat as a pin. Soon after the shop opened the 
indoor range began to � ll up with some shooters trying out bows while others were 
doing some serious practice. 

It seems like every inch of available space 

By John Kasun
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to understand that my investment was 
not only made in property and equip-
ment but in my people as well because 
they are a critical part of the business. 
In my opinion I have some of the best 
people in the industry. We built the 
business through outstanding custom-
er service and attention to detail and 
we do not badmouth or price cut our 
competition. As a matter of fact I think 
proof of that is that we are good friends 
with all of our competition.”

By this time Jeremiah had turned 
over the shop preparation duties to 
his sta�  and sat down with Je�  and I. 
Jeremiah � lled in some of the blanks 
about his prior experience and how 
he came to Wilde Arrow Archery. “In 
2003 I was working at Jake’s Archery in 
Orem, Utah,” Jeremiah said. “In 2004 I 
was relocating to this area so I left Jake’s 
and walked into Wilde Arrow Archery 
and asked Je�  for a job. At that time 
Je�  was well sta� ed and did not have 
a vacancy so I went to Sportsman’s 
Warehouse and got hired immediately. 
I moved up quickly through the hunting 
department and after several months I 

was doing more and more work in the 
archery department. It was just about 
that time that Je�  approached me 
about a job opportunity. However I was 
comfortable at Sportsman’s and things 
were going well so I turned down his 
o� er. When Je�  called me a second 
time in 2006 we went to lunch to talk 
it over. What impressed me most was 
Je� ’s vision for Wilde Arrow Archery. 
I knew I had in-depth archery experi-
ence but I recognized that Je�  had 
extensive business knowledge and I 
de� nitely wanted to learn more. I was 
secure at Sportsman’s but working for a 
large corporation had so many restric-
tions that it was di�  cult to have much 
� exibility when it came to equipment 
choices and service policies. I wanted 
to do a better job for the customer 
and I felt that Wilde Arrow would give 
me that opportunity plus the ability 
to learn the business side from Je� . It 
was a di�  cult decision and it took 
me several weeks of thought to � nally 
make up my mind. In the fall of 2006 
I decided to make the move to Wilde 
Arrow. When I turned in my notice 

Sportsman’s o� ered me a store manag-
er position but I thought Wilde Arrow 
Archery was a better � t for what I want-
ed to do with my future. I was shocked 
but pleasantly surprised at how many 
customers from Sportsman’s followed 
me to Wilde Arrow.” 

“Working with Je�  was like open-
ing a door and walking into a giant 
room,” Jeremiah laughed. “I was totally 
familiar with archery and thought I 
knew a lot about business but Je�  really 
opened my eyes and helped me under-
stand how a business operates overall. 
What I learned from Je�  applies to 
any business because good business 
principles truly apply to all business-
es regardless of the product or ser-
vice. I had plenty of experience selling 
archery products but I never had in-
depth experience managing inventory. 
When Je�  took me to my � rst ATA Show 
I was overwhelmed with the thought 
of planning an entire year’s worth of 
purchases. I was riding on Je� ’s wings 
on the business side as far as buying 
the right quantities at the right time 
and the � ner points of running a pro 

The pro shop’s display areas are well 
organized, neatly arranged, complete 
with pricing and very well lit. The displays 
permit the customers to easily see what 
is available in what price range allowing 
them to easily narrow their choices when 
working with a member of the sales sta� .  
Each section is also clearly labeled with 
attractive signs to guide the customer to 
the right area. In the center of the display 
area is a large overstu� ed couch and sev-
eral chairs which creates a comfortable 
area to either chat with fellow customers 
or watch continuous running videos such 
as this couple is doing. 
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shop. Je�  taught me the importance of 
properly planning our inventory based 
on projected sales.”

“Archery shops come and go 
because people who love the sport want 
to be involved but often they don’t truly 
understand that it is a business � rst,” 
Jeremiah said seriously. “As the busi-
ness grew I was getting so tied up with 
customers that I realized I needed help 
and hired Cody Jones in the spring of 
2007. Cody was super excited with the 
opportunity and I used his passion to 
teach him the technical side of archery. 
Cody and I worked hard to stay on the 

same page when it came to answer-
ing customer questions and making 
equipment recommendations. I feel it 
is important that a customer feels com-
fortable and con� dent with me, Cody 
or any of our sales sta� . It is my respon-
sibility to provide the training neces-
sary to ensure we all ask enough ques-
tions of the customer to � nd out what 
their needs are as well as their budget 
so we can make the best recommenda-
tions. � ere is a di� erence between an 

archery shop and an archery pro shop. 
An archery shop can sell you what you 
need but a pro shop can explain why 
you need it, how it works and can set-it 
up properly.”

Jeremiah believes strongly in edu-
cating his customers. He holds free 
bow-tuning classes which cover the 
basics including broadhead tuning. He 
feels that an educated customer who 
is able to recognize and � x some basic 
problems and who possesses good 

Jeremiah has set up the bow service area with multiple work stations each 
complete with its own set of tools. Here Jeremiah (right) is working on one 
setup while instructing Cody who is working on a di� erent bow.  

The service work is well organized to ensure that 
required work is done on time and to the proper 
speci� cations. Each bow carries with it a work sheet 
detailing exactly what is to be done as well as identi-
fying the customer and his contact information. 

Wilde Arrow Archery uses small counter 
displays such as the Camo FX one shown 
here which remind customers of last min-
ute needs and generates impulse buys. 
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shooting techniques will be more con-
� dent and not become easily discour-
aged. � at in turn will keep them in the 
sport and retain them as a customer. 
Many of Wilde Arrow Archery’s new 
customers are converted ri� e hunters. 
Jeremiah is very aware of these cus-
tomers and strives to make their transi-
tion a good experience so they stay in 
the sport and remain customers.  

Wilde Arrow Archery’s customer 
base reaches a radius of over 100 miles 
and due to its geographical location 
draws customers from not only Utah 
but also Wyoming and Idaho. Unlike 
the east where long shots are rare west-
ern bowhunters � nd them to be the 
rule rather than the exception. � is 
means a great di� erence in equipment 
set-ups. Heavy draw weight bows and 
single pin adjustable sights are the 
norm out west. 

“One of our goals is to create a relax-
ing atmosphere,” Jeremiah explained. 
“Life is hectic and in our shop we try 
to take our customers’ minds o�  of the 
outside world and their normal day 
to day troubles. Hunting and archery 
are releases from the real world and it 
is important that my sta�  and I keep 
upbeat and positive. � at e� ort goes to 
paying attention to every detail such as 
making sure we o� er a clean, comfort-
able and relaxing atmosphere. � is is 
especially important when it comes to 
women and youngsters. I want to make 
sure that everyone not only feels wel-
come but comfortable as well.” 

To keep the Wilde Arrow Archery 
name in front of the public Jeremiah 
uses Facebook and maintains an attrac-
tive and informative website. When I 
visited the website I found it well orga-
nized and easy to use. Two features 

that particularly caught my attention 
were the promotion tab and the trophy 
page. When I clicked the promotion 
tab an in-store video popped up which 
featured Jeremiah talking about the 
new 2012 model Hoyt bows. He did 
an excellent job of covering the new 
features of several models and � nished 
up by inviting the viewer down to the 
shop to try the di� erent bows they had 
on hand in di� erent draw lengths and 
weights. � e presentation was natural 
and relaxed and I felt as if I was in the 
shop and Jeremiah was talking only to 
me. It was the next best thing to being 
there and I am con� dent that the pro-
motional video drew in many custom-
ers. I can see that by using a promotion 
of that type frequently and by keeping 
it fresh with new information, people 
will return to the site often to see what’s 
new. 
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While the shop tra�  c was mainly adult 
males there was a steady stream of young 
girls, ladies and youngsters as well. It 
appears as if Wilde Arrow Archery’s 
attempt to attract a wide range of custom-
ers is succeeding.

Striving to always keep things light-
hearted Jeremiah and the “crew” added 
this life-size movie advertisement of 
“Edward” from the Twilight Series which 
according to Jeremiah is a “chick � ick”. 
They put “Edward” to work using him to 
display some of the latest archery prod-
ucts. One day they put “Edward” in the 
rest room and countless people walked in, 
excused themselves and waited outside 
the door for “Edward” to come out.
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A trophy page always draws viewer 
interest but Wilde Arrow Archery went 
one step further and included several 
photos of sta�  members at di� erent 
archery and sports shows mixing it up 
with noted archery personalities. � is 
not only added interest but also gave 
the shop creditability. While Jeremiah 
is conscious about using the web site 
and Facebook as communication tools 
he is also cautious about overusing 
them and coming across as “spam” to 
the customer. 

Prior to Christmas last year Cody 
did a video clip centered on the Mission 
Craze on which Wilde Arrow Archery 
was running a holiday special on You 
Tube. � e responses came from as far 
away as 200 miles with a bow even 
being sold to a customer in Oregon. 
� e original intent was not to do inter-
net sales but just to get “face-time” 
with potential customers. � e reaction 
however shows the power of the inter-
net especially when personal one-on-
one promotions are utilized.   

“Customers perceive pro shops 
as expensive,” said Jeremiah. “� at is 
not true but we have to work hard 

to overcome that image. By watching 
what we buy and how we buy it we can 
give the customer value for the dollar 
they spend while remaining competi-
tive and still make the margin we need 
to stay in business. Another miscon-
ception in regards to pro shops being 
expensive is because we sell higher end 
gear. Sure you can buy a sight cheaper 
in a big box store but chances are you 
cannot buy the same quality sight with 
the same features as the ones a pro 
shop o� ers. It is important that we 
stress that to the customers whenever 
the opportunity presents itself”

“� e internet is a problem as some 
people try to stretch their dollars and 
then comparison shop at a brick and 
mortar store,” continued Jeremiah. 
“Depending upon the nature of the sale 
we may make some adjustment but we 
stress our knowledge and service while 
being careful not to o� end the custom-
er. Times are di�  cult for some people 
and there is no sense in winning the 
battle and losing the war.” 

According to Je�  and Jeremiah 
business has grown each year even 
through poor economical times. A 
large portion of Wilde Arrow Archery’s 
customer base is construction workers. 
When times were good and construc-
tion booming they were buying big 
boy toys such as boats, motorcycles, 
ATV’s and archery equipment. In the 
last two years construction has taken a 
downturn and although the sale of big 

Dillon Durtschi � etches some arrows between customers. Dillon’s work area is well 
arranged with all the materials within easy reach. Below the work table is an area where 
� nished arrows can be marshaled awaiting customer pick-up.

Although Je�  Duke does not “work the 
� oor” he does take time to interact with 
the customers whenever he has some 
spare time at the shop.
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items has dropped o�  archery equip-
ment is still doing well. Jeremiah feels 
that the proven brands they carry such 
as Hoyt and Mathews are the backbone 
of the business. (� e Hoyt manufactur-
ing facility in Salt Lake City is located 
approximately 30 minutes from Wilde 
Arrow and its sta�  has both a close 
professional and personal relationship 
with some of the personnel at Hoyt.)  

“You need the right product 
line with the right margins,” stressed 
Jeremiah. “Our customers have con� -
dence in our product lines which have 
proven themselves on the target range 
and in the � eld. When it comes to 
accessories I look for trends. A good 
product sometimes takes a roller coast-
er ride especially when a new com-
petitive product comes on the mar-
ket. However that does not necessarily 
mean the product is dead; it may just 
mean that it will take a little time for 
it to regain its market share. Our point 
of sale computer program is a fantastic 
management tool when it comes to 
analyzing such trends and determining 
what accessory mix will work best. We 
strive to satisfy every customer but our 
goal is to build loyal customers. A satis-
� ed customer is one who comes in to 

buy a sight, buys it and leaves. A loyal 
customer is one who will wait to buy a 
sight from us if the one he wants is not 
in stock at the moment.”  

About this time in my visit the shop 
was � lling with customers and Cody 
and Dillon Durtschi, the on-duty sta� , 
were busy trying to service everyone. 

Excusing himself Jeremiah waded into 
the crowd with a big smile and a hello 
for everyone and within seconds was 
busy helping a customer. I spent the 
next several hours just hanging out in 
the shop to get a feel for it in full opera-
tion.

Jeremiah and his sta�  reminded 

Wilde Arrow Archery has a small trial range just o�  of the counter area where the sta�  helps customers get � tted for a bow or assist 
with some shooting form concerns. Jeremiah’s experience shows clearly as he moves between customers with varying degrees of expe-
rience making each one feel comfortable.

Dillon Durtschi is equally comfortable behind the counter writing up a customer order 
or on the sales � oor helping them select an arrow rest for their new bow.
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me a lot of the Harlem Globetrotters. 
� ey were skilled and con� dent mak-
ing every move count all while keep-
ing the atmosphere friendly and light-
hearted. While I thought I had learned 
a lot about Wilde Arrow Archery’s 

operation during my interview I was 
shocked at how much more I learned 
by just observing and listening to the 
business transitions.

Every customer was greeted and 
approached when they came into the 
shop. If the sta�  was busy with anoth-
er customer they still made sure they 
acknowledged the new customer's 
presence with a glance, a wave or a 
simple hello. When the shop � lled with 
customers everyone on the sta�  was 
front and center. As soon as the shop 
hit a lull each sta�  member immedi-
ately turned to other tasks at hand. 
Dillion was � etching arrows and pull-
ing orders. Cody and Jeremiah slipped 
into the back room work area to service 
bows. Wilde Arrow Archery’s service 
department is organized into four basic 
sections. One area contains bows sold 
awaiting set-up and delivery to the cus-
tomer. A second section is bows in for 
repair for which all parts are on hand. 
A third section is for bows in for repair 
but which are awaiting shipment of 
required parts. � e fourth area holds 
bows completed and awaiting cus-
tomer pick-up. � is system allows any 
sta�  member to step into the service 
area and tell at a glance what needs to 
be worked on and in what order and 
immediately go to work.  Periodically 

Cody Jones (left) gets intense as he 
explains the details of a new sight system 
to a customer who is heading out for elk 
and anticipates some long range shots. 

If I was to pick a bow� shing area Utah 
would be one of my last choices. However 
Jeremiah has built up quite a bow� shing 
cliental and he maintains a complete bow-
� shing section to service their needs. 

Dave Jones (left) is the father of Cody 
Jones and also a part-time sales employee. 
Dave is shown here helping a customer 
make some � nal adjustments to his set-up.
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one of the sta�  would walk through 
the shop checking the displays and 
straightening up anything out of order, 
keeping the shop looking fresh. 

A customer came in to pick up a 
bow he had rented along with some 
arrows and a target using his credit 
card to leave a return guarantee depos-
it. I could tell from his questions that he 
was not an archer. After he left I learned 
that he was having a family reunion 
and wanted to have some recreation-
al opportunities that everyone could 
enjoy. Jeremiah had rented him some 
Genesis bows with accessories. Not 
only did it provide the entertainment 
he sought but it also exposed a group 
of total strangers to archery, a sport in 
which they could become interested 
resulting in potential future customers. 

Wilde Arrow supports local com-
munity day events by providing targets 
and equipment, giving parents and 
children an opportunity to try archery. 
It also works with the local Boy Scouts 

by having them come to 
the range to earn their 
archery merit badge. 
Jeremiah is not content 
with simply attracting 
customers; he is deter-
mined to grow his own. 
Wilde Arrow Archery also 
gets groups of shooters 
from the shop to travel to 
local league shoots giv-
ing the shop exposure 
which normally results in 
attracting new customers from di� er-
ent areas. � e sta�  hope to eventually 
sponsor a shoot in conjunction with 
the Utah Bowhunters Association. 

A 90 day lay-away program is avail-
able for a bow purchase and when the 
bow is half paid for the customer can 
come in and shoot it on the indoor 
range. � e program requires a 20 per-
cent non-refundable deposit to prevent 
a customer from shooting the bow for 
a period of time and then saying they 

changed their mind. A military dis-
count is available for those customers 
on active duty. � is program gives back 
to the community and shows respect 
for the military, all while attracting cus-
tomers.

Although Wilde Arrow Archery had 
a video range at its original store man-
agement choose to not put one in the 
new shop. Instead they installed a 30 
yard indoor paper range. Prior to the 
hunting season each year they put up 
3-D targets and add small pine trees 
and brush to change the look and give 
the customers a new shooting atmo-
sphere. � e range fee was originally 
set at $5 for 30 minutes. However they 
noticed that people could normally 
shoot for approximately 30 to 45 min-
utes before they got tired. � e range fee 
was then changed to $5 for all day. � e 
customer was more relaxed because he 
was not shooting against the clock and 
still only shot for about 45 minutes but 
felt like he was getting a better bargain. 
It was a win-win for everyone.  Today a 
customer can purchase a range card for 

Many couples frequent Wilde Arrow Archery and in a high 
percentage of the cases both the man and the woman were 
archers like the couple shown here.

This is the view of the nearby mountain range as seen from the pro 
shop parking lot. If you look close you can almost see the deer and elk.
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$40 which is a punch card with 10 days 
on it. Each � fth day is a FREE punch so 
they get ten shooting days for the cost 
of eight. � is promotes additional cash 
� ow and speeds up the process when a 
customer wants to use the range.

Wilde Arrow o� ers a classy looking 
pre-paid gift card that is available in 
any denomination. It uses an outside 
computer program to generate and 
control the card. � e service costs $1.25 
per card and a $10 processing fee for 
the service per month. As the customer 
uses the card his purchase is auto-
matically deducted at check-out and 
his balance is recorded for future use. 
Eighty to 90 percent of the gift cards are 
sold during November and December.

When a customer buys a bow for 
$500 or more they receive a rewards 
card giving them 5 percent o�  of any 
accessory purchased at least 30 days 
after the bow purchase for each $100 
spent. � e rewards card is good for 
one year and is extended for another 
year each time an additional $100 is 
spent. � e reward system encourages 
customers to return to take advantage 
of their available discount and because 

each purchase builds up 
more points it automati-
cally encourages repeat 
business. � e computer-
ized system also tracks the 
customer buying history 
so if they need arrows or 
have any question on any 
equipment they have pur-
chased in the past it can be 
easily looked up. It is also 
a great aid when someone 
comes in to buy a gift for a 
customer who is registered 
in the system. Because 
the system allows Wilde 
Arrow to track customers 
by money spent and items 
purchased it helps estab-
lish a personal relationship 
with the customer.

SUMMARY
My trip to Wilde Arrow 

was not only pleasant but 
very interesting and infor-
mative as well. I was very 
impressed with the fact 
that Wilde Arrow was not 
only a successful archery 
pro shop but also a suc-

cessful business. Under Je� ’s direc-
tion good business techniques were 
applied to an archery business. While 
Jeremiah is driven by his love of 
archery he is fully aware that in order 
to pursue that love he must apply the 
good solid business practices neces-
sary to remain in business. 

In some ways this reminds me 
of the announcement you hear when 
you board a plane which goes, “In the 
event of an emergency and the oxygen 
masks drop, adjust your mask before 
attempting to help others.”  We have 
all heard that statement but how many 
of us have thought of what it really 
means. It’s simple; you can’t help oth-
ers until you have taken care of your-
self. When it comes to operating an 
archery shop, a sport which we all 
love, it is important to remember that 
it is a business � rst and if you don’t 
take care of the business end you will 
not be around to enjoy the fun part. 
Wilde Arrow Archery has its oxygen 
mask on � rmly and they will be � ying 
high for a long time.    

each purchase builds up 
more points it automati-
cally encourages repeat 
business. � e computer-
ized system also tracks the 
customer buying history 
so if they need arrows or 
have any question on any 
equipment they have pur-
chased in the past it can be 
easily looked up. It is also 
a great aid when someone 
comes in to buy a gift for a 
customer who is registered 
in the system. Because 
the system allows Wilde 
Arrow to track customers 
by money spent and items 
purchased it helps estab-
lish a personal relationship 
with the customer.

was not only pleasant but 
very interesting and infor-
mative as well. I was very 

Je�  Duke maintains an o�  ce at one end of the pro shop 
building where he works when on site to oversee the 
budget and overall operation. 
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